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ATLAS BONANZA CHEMICALS, 
Opposer, 

-versus-

OR"YZA SA TIV A/RUSHMARC lARIOSA, 
RespondenlcApplicant 

x~--------------------------------x 

DECISION 

IPC No. 14-2008-00230 
Opposition to: 

Appln. Serial No. 4-2007-013303 
(Filing Date: 03 Dec. 2007) 
TM: "REBLOOM AND 
LABEL DESIGN" 

Decision No. 2012- t,fq 

ATLAS BONANZA CHEMICALS INC. ("Opposer")' filed on 29 September 2008 an 
opposition to Trademark Application Serial No. 4-2007-013303. The application, filed by 
RUSHMARC E. LAlUOSA 'covers the mark "REBLOOM AND LABEL DESIGN" for use on 
"agncultural fertilize? under Class 01 of the International Classification of goods'. 

The Opposer alleges the following: 

"I. With all due respect, the Respondent-Applicant's application for the trademark of the 
brand • REBLOOM AND LABEL DESIGN' would constitute a serious violation of the rights of 
the Complainant-Oppositor considering that the above-cited fertilizer brand has been produced 
and manufactured by the latter since the I 980s. It is the humble contention of the herein 
complainant-oppositor that they have as much right to have said trademark registered in their 
name in as much as they (complainant-oppositor) have been the long-time manufacturers or 
producers of the said product; 

"2. To open and enlighten the mind of this Honorable Office, Mr. Rosendo Estoye, Jr. 
had long been engaged in the business of fertilizers and the like products. He ran the business by 
himself (Atlas Bonanza Chemicals) and had a secretary and confidant in the person of Mrs. 
Erlinda Alcon tin, who is the aunt of the respondent-applicant When Mr. Estoye Jr. died, little did 
the heirs know, that Mrs. Alcontin was engaged in the business that their father was in and was in 
fuct manufacturing products very much the same as those produced by their futher. In fact, Mrs. 
Alcontin together with the respondent-applicant have committed misrepresentations claiming to 
use the FPA Registration No. 001 and Patent No. 31671 in the marketing of one of their products 
named ·RESTORER' considering tl1at the same arc the exact registration numbers and patent 
registration issued to Atlas Bonanza Incorporated in tl1e manufacture of their fertilizer also known 
as 'RESTORER'. This fact had been brought to the attention of the Fertilizer and Pesticide 
Authority (FPA) by the heirs of the late Rosendo EstoyeJr. A photocopy of the said letter and the 
product label containing the questioned FPA Registration and Patent Nos are hereto attached as 
Annexes ·A' and · B' respectively; 

"3. In fact, in a letter sent to Atty. William Boco, counsel for the respondent-applicant 
dated 20 May 2008 (hereto attached as Annex · C'), the Fertilizer and Pesticide Authority refused 
to accept the registration of the brand names ·Restorer Mango Flower Inducer' and ·Restorer 
Foliar' for the reason that such names are already registered under Atlas Bonanza Chemicals Inc. 

'Opposition filed by Maria Lope EstnyeLayco, of Nonoc Homes, Tabunok, Talisay, Cebu claiming tn be a daughter and one of the 
children of Atlas Bonanza Chemicals Proprietnr RosendoEstoye, Jr. 
2Proprietnr of Oriza Sativa, with address at 622 Dumlog. Talisay City, Cebu. 
l'fhe Nice Classification is a classification of goods and services for the purpose of registering trademark and services marks, 
based on the multilateral treaty administered by the World lntelleelllal Property Organization. The treaty is called the Nice 
Agreement Concerning the International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purpose of the Registration of Marks 
concluded in 1957. 
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The foregoing clearly shows tl1e propensity of the respondent-applicant to use and copy the 
products then manufactured by Atlas Bonanza Chemicals including the instant product being 
opposed; 

"4. As earlier stated, the complainant-oppositor has discovered iliat one of ilie 
proprietors of Oryza-Sativa enterprises, Ms. Erlinda Alcontin was ilie former employee and 
confidant of ilie late Rosendo Romero Estoye Jr. ilie owner of ATLAS BONANZA 
CHEMICALS INC. and iliat unknown to ilie company Ms. Alcontin has been discreetly 
operating a competing business against ATLAS BONANZA CHEMICALS INC. ilirough her 
nephew Rushmarc E. Lariosa by producing ilie san1e products such as ·Restorer Foliar Fertilizer' 
• Resulbar Fungicide' and • Rebloom Flower Inducer'. The san1e products which ATLAS 
BONANZA CHEMICALS INC. has been manufacturing and distributing for the past 20 years. 
She has even surTeptitiously attempted to change the nan1e of tl1e company Atlas Bonanza 
Chemicals to Oryza Sativa when in fact ilie company is still very much in existence and will not 
cease to exist till 2009 per DTI registration. Photocopies of her letter and ilie DTI registration are 
hereto attached as Annexes • D' and 'E' respectively. 

"5. As pointed out by paragrd)Jh a of Sec. 71 of the Intellectual Property Code: x x x 

Corollary to that, Section 71.2 of tl1e san1e Code also provides that: 
XXX 

"6. In ilie present case, it is undeniable iliat ilie products by which ilie respondent
applicant seeks for approval, is an infringement of the products of ATLAS BONANZA 
CHEMICALS INC., a product that the latter has been producing ever since, hence it cannot be a 
novel item. What is apparent is that even records of the Fertilizer and Pesticide Authority 
acknowledge that respondent-applicant's products was denied registration as the san1e products are 
similar, if not a direct copy of the products, ilie Complainant-Oppositor. 

"7. Of course, in ilie natural course of things, ilie only difference ilie two products have 
are in ilie appearance of ilie packaging and ilie fonts of ilie letters, an irregularity which is not 
substantial to warrant a diiTerence in ilie products boili parties are producing. 

"8. h may not an1iss to stress iliat, no an1ount of denial on ilie part Ms. Alcontin iliat her 
company's knowledge in ilie manufacturing of fertilizers was obtained ilirough her constant 
fan1iliarity wiili ilie business while she was connected with ATLAS BONANZA CHEMICALS 
INC. For it, would be highly in1possible for Ms. Alcontin to have secured ilie inf01mation without 
her dipping her hands in company's confidential information. 

"9. Moreover, it carmot be denied that she had access to ilie manufacturing process as 
she is ilie chief confidant of ilie late complainant-appellee Roscndo Romero Estoye 1 r. She even 
claimed t11at she was ilie Operations Manager of Atlas Bonanza Chemicals Inc; 

"1 0. It would be highly improbable for Oryza Sative Enterprises to develop products like 
·Reb loom' which make or component has a close if not perfect resemblance or similarity to the 
products produced by ilie Compla.inant-Oppositor if ilie proprietors were not privies to t11e 
company of tl1e Complainant-Oppositor. 

"11. In sum, it is respectful.ly submitted that ilie application of ilie respondent-applicant 
be denied as prudence dictates iliat no one must unjustly enrich himself at the expense of anoilier. 
It is woriliy or note that the compla.inant-oppositor has pending application for approval of their 
trademark fm ilie san1c product, Atlas Rebloom Serial No. 04-2008-011813." 

The Respondent flied an Answer on 08 December 2008, alleging among other things, 
the following: 

"12. the real issue is: can • Rebloom', be applied for trademark registration by herein respondent
applicant? To which, it strongly believes so: 
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a. Atlas Bonanza Chemicals is a sole proprietorship and, as such, its existence is as good as the 
life of its proprietor; It is co-terminus with that of its sole proprietor; Thus, for all intents and 
purposes, upon the death of Rosen do Estoye, J r, Atlas Bonanza Chemicals ceased to exist; 

b. An action, such as tllis instant opposition, in the name of Atlas Bonanza Chemicals cannot be 
instituted other than by its proprietor Rosendo Estoyc,Jr., and after his death, by no one else 
even by his alleged heirs; 

c. It is even safe to say, that if ever there is anyone who has a better 1ight to file this case, it is no 
other than Edinda Alcontin, after all, she was as much a part of Atlas Bonan7..a Chemicals as 
Rosendo Estoye, Jr. was; 

d. Maria Lope Estoye Layco, who brought this instant opposition has, therefore, no legal 
personality whatsoever to file the same in behalf of Atlas Bonanza Chemicals and, therefore, 
this opposition must be denied; 

e. While there is showing that Rebloom was registered in the Principal Register, it is worthy to 
note that its date of registration was way back in June 24, 1983; Granting that this was not 
cancelled lor the same reason as Resu1bar, by 2003 or after twenty (20) after, its registration 
must have already expired; 

r. Early on, Rushmarc E. L<uiosa checked with the Intellectual Property Office on these 
trademarks and found out that 'Restorer' was a registered trademark back in March 22, 1983 
but which registration was cancelled on March 6, 1998, copy of its cancellation is hereto 
attached as Annex 'l'; As to 'Resu1tbar' and 'Rebloom', the IPO records were not yet 
available or still in the process of being updated so that, no such information was secured; 

g. Be that, as it may, opposer has not attached to its opposition proof of its registration. But in 
most likelihood, akin to the information gathered by Rushmarc Lariosa, registration of 
'Rebloom' must in all likelihood already been cancelled, much in the same was as 'Restorer'; 

h. Its cancellation is because of the failure of Rosendo Estoye, Jr., to comply requirement set 
forth by Sec. 12 of RA I66; Considering that this is just a simple compliance of submitting an 
affidavit of" use or non-use at specified periods, the failure of Hosendo Estoye, Jr. showed his 
complete disregard to follow govemment directives, urLiess pressed against the wall, which is 
not surprising as it was typical of him to act as he did; 

1. Without further need to emphasize that rights to label, tradcnames, trademarks and patents 
cannot be claimed by anyone for posterity as these prescribes, among others, either by 
expiration of the period given and by inaction or non-compliance of registrant to 
requirements asked by the Intellectual Property Office, in which case, its registration is 
cancelled; 

j. Such inaction by Rosendo Estoye, Jr. is clearly a case of ·abandonment' of its right over these 
b-ademarks and these becomes public domain that can be applied for registration by others 
such as herein respondent-applicant; 

k. Section 9-A of Trade Mark Law provides for the application of equitable principles of laches, 
estoppel and acquiescence maybe applied in appropriate cases such as in this instant; It says: 
'in opposition proceedings and all other inter paries proceedings in the Patent Office under 

dJis Act., equitable principles of laches, estoppel and acquiescence where applicable, may be 
considered'; 

I. In tl1e case of Pagasa Indushial Corporation vs. CA, et al, the Supreme Court states 
presumption of neglect already amounting lo abandonment of a right xx such as inaction on 

the part ohespondenl en tides petitioner to the equitable principle of/aches'; 

m. Finally, on another point, after the Philippine Patent Office has cancel.led the registration of 
' Rebloom' and similar trademark registered in the name of Rosendo Estoye, Jr., he no longer 
was the owner of these tJ-ademarks as these has become again pmt of public domain; 
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n. Thus, even during the time of Rosendo Estoye, Jr., he cannot rightfully give or bequeath these 
trademarks to anyone, neither can anyone receive or accept the same for him; Verily, no 
trademark was given by him nor, received by any of his heirs; 

o. And, being part of the public domain, such abandoned trademark can be the subject of an 
application for registration by herein respondent-applicant, who in this case, ha~ applied fro its 
registration well ahead of opposer; In fuct, it is only herein respondent-applicant who has fLied 
with the Intellectual Property Office for the registration of · Rebloom', to whom, the first to 
apply principle favors him;" 

The preliminary conference was scheduled, conducted and terminated on 21 January 
2009. Only the Opposer, represented by counsel, appeared. But on 23 January 2009, this 
Bureau received from the Respondent-Applicant an "Urgent Motion for Resetting" sent by 
the Respondent-Applicant requesting that the preliminary conference be held instead in 
March 2009. The Hearing Officer thus issued on 03 February 2009 Order No. 2009-293 
stating, among other things, that the Respondent-Applicant is deemed to have waived the right 
to submit position paper and draft decision. Meanwhile, the Opposer ft.!ed its position paper 
on 06 March 2009. 

Should the Respondent-Applicant be allowed to register the mark REBLOOM AND 
LABEL DESIGN? 

In its Answer to the opposition, the Respondent-Applicant in effect does not dispute 
that the Opposer had previously registered the mark ATLAS REBLOOM. The Respondent
Applicant, however, asserts that such registration was already cancelled on 06 March 1998 
and that the Opposer had already abandoned the use of the mark. 

Indeed, there is no record or evidence showing that at the time the Respondent
Applicant ft.!ed his trademark application in 2007, there is an existing trademark registration 
or a pending trademark application for the mark REBLOOM or ATLAS REBLOOM. In 
fact, even if the Opposer's trademark registration was not cancelled in 1998, the same would 
already have expired in 2003. 

Aptly, the Opposer now has the burden to substantiate its allegation that it has not 
stopped using the mark ATLAS REBLOOM, especially up to the time of the Respondent
Applicant's filing of his trademark application in 2007. The evidence submitted by the 
Opposer, however, fails to establish tllis. The sample packaging labels do not indicate the 
period on which these are used. The supposed letter of the Fertilizer and Pesticide Authority 
to Atty. William G. Boco, dated 20 January 2008, meanwhile, is just a mere photocopy. The 
letter was not even authored by or addressed to the Opposer. 

It is stressed tl1at this Bureau does not decide issues on the basis of bare assumptions. 
The opposition proceeding is essentially a litigation and the parties have the burden to submit 
evidence to support their allegations or positions and to impeach the others. Corollarily, the 
pertinent provisions of Rule 2 of the Regulations on Inter Partes Proceedings, as amended by 
Office Order No. 79, s. 2005, which govern the instant opposition case provides: 

XXX 

Sec. 7.1 The petition or opposition, together with the affidavits of witnesses and originals of the 
documents and other requirements, shall be filed with the Bureau, provided that in case of public 
documents, certified copies shall be allowed in lieu of the originals. xxx 
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XXX 

Sec. 12. Evidence for dJe Parties.-

12.1 The verified petition or opposition, reply if any, duly marked affidavits of the wilnesses and 
the documents submitted, shall constitute the entire evidence for the petitioner or opposer. The 
verified answer, rejoinder if any, and the duly marked affidavits and documents submitted shall 
constilllte the evidence for the respondent. Affidavits, documents, and other evidence nol 
submitted and duly marked in accordance with the preceding sections shall not be admitted as 
evidence. 

Moreover, jw-isprudence holds that administrative and quasi-judicial proceedings 
cannot disregard certain fundamental evidentiary rules. 

This Bureau also noticed that the Opposer in its posll:ton paper argued that 
REBLOOM AND LABEL DESIGN is descriptive and therefore c.annot be registered. It 
cited Sec. 123.1, pars. (h) and (j) of the IP Code which provides that a mark cannot be 
registered if it 

(h) Consists exclusively of signs that are generic for Lhe goods or services that they seek to identify; 
XXX 

lj) Consists exclusively of signs or of indications that may serve in b-ade to designate the kind, 
quality, quantity, intended purpose, value, geographical origin, time or production of the goods or 
rendering of Ul<: services, or other characLeristics of the goods or services. 

While this argument is obviously an afterthought on the part of the Opposer, the issue not 
having been raised in the Opposition, this Bureau deems, in the interest of justice, to resolve 
the same. 

In this regard, it is true that in relation to the goods or products indicated in the 
Respondent-Applicant's lrademark application, the words "Dower inducer" and "for mango", 
along with the representation of a mango, are generic or descriptive. In fact, the Respondent
Applicant made the necessary disclaimers·. However, the word REBLOOM appears to be 
not generic or descriptive. The mark applied for registration by the Respondent-Applicant 
therefore is not composed exclusively of generic or descriptive words or signs. 

WHEREFORE, premises considered, the instant opposition is hereby DISMISSED. 
Let the fllewrapper of Trademark Application Serial No. 4-2007-013303 be retw-ned, 
together with a copy of this Decision, to the Bureau of Trademarks for information and 
appropriate action. 

SO ORDERED. 

Taguig City. 31 October 2012. 

•see filewrapper of Trademark Application Serial No. 4-2007-013303. 

ATTY.N~~ELS.AREVALO 
Director ~~u of Legal AITairs 
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